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About This Game

The game "Good boy" is an arcade game. Your character is the dog "good boy". The objective of the game is to get to the owner
what she has lost.

A good boy will face complex obstacles: garbage cans, fire hydrants, lasers, smart missiles and much more.

Features:

- 3 difficult levels that need to go through a certain time with a limited amount of money on lives
- 3 bosses - leaders of world nuclear powers

- 5 lives and a timer
-Incredibly simple interface

-Many humor

Good luck!
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Title: Good Boy!
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, Racing, Simulation, Sports
Developer:
FastGame
Publisher:
FastGame
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i dident expect it
i realy loved it. As a long time fan of Leisure Suit Larry games I found this one to be very enjoyable. the story could have ben
longer, but the game was fun none the less.
Hope to see more Leisure Suit Larry games from CrazyBunch as they have the right idea about Leisure Suit Larry. I do hope
any future games have a longer story.. Very beautiful soundtrack. Buy it. Just buy it. Especially now that it's 74 cents during
steam sale, no reason to even hesitate - the graphics aren't amazing in the vid but when you're in it they work perfectly well.
Basically Mad Max kinda stuff, the train goes, you shoot, you save your rockets for helicopters and try not to die.

Really good if you have a small room - again, it's not a great game but it's THREE DOLLARS (or when I got it, 74 cents.) Two
games in I've gotten my monies worth and I plan to keep playing - yes it's another wave shooter but it's fun, it's easy to explain to
people as a demo, and it works.

What more do you want, really?. really amazing and fun but gets a little too difficult for me over time, none the less, this is a
true hidden gem for arcade racing fans
an immediate buy.
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As the name kind of give away its a bad game so there is at least honest advertising. Its a mediocre 2d sidescrolling shooter with
among the most repetitive gameplay I have come across in a shooter game ever and the game has really poor pacing since the
game goes on forever and ever before the first thing happen...and then you are all of a sudden on the end boss. The game has no
music while you play at all and has a bunch of other strange design choices that really weirdly defended by the developer in a
FAQ on the forums: http://steamcommunity.com/app/235070/discussions/0/828939797184939390/

The achievements in the game are fairly straight forward but has some missable stuff just towards the end so would hunt down
the save folder location and duplicate your saves as you are getting close to the end in case you mess them up and overwrite your
autosave forcing you to replay the entire game to be able to do things again. The most annoying achievement in the game is for
dying 50 times which is surprisingly hard and actually is something you have to intentionally grind to get.

Time to 100%: 6 hours. \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665Y O U. it look cool. Very beautiful, albeit
short. This isn't really a game. It's more of a VR experience. You'll be done with the game in about 10-15 minutes. I got it on
sale for $4.99 and thought it was worth it, but I don't think I'd be happy paying much more than that.. First rule of Jagged
Alliance - Back in Action: Stop comparing the game to JA2.

I absolutely adored the original - but this game holds up well on its own. Lots of challenges and real time works well as you are
able to go into a form of strategy mode.

I would have loved, if they had added more online mercs and new stuff. But it's still a great game.. Unlike most people this
game works for me, not sure why but I have no problems running it. On my previous computer it would not even load up to the
title screen, it was all Intel, my current computer is all AMD, could have something to do with it. Even though I can actually play
this game I don't reccomend it. It is terrible. Just, really, really, awful. Thank god I got it for 99 cents on sale and not the retail
price.. Absolutely in love!
Love the recipes, the atmosphere, game mechanics..already learning how to make my first cocktails! :)
Although one drawback is I keep knocking the glass out of my hand and drop it on the floor\/drop it in the ice basket as I wave
my arms about busily serving up drinks!
Ended up spending a lot of time looking for things I dropped :(
The ice basket especially - I know I probably shouldnt do it this way but scooping ice into the cup by dunking the cup in the ice
basket made me lose the cup in the basket very very often. Other than that, if i accidentally pass my hand through the counter
with cup in hand, the cups drops somewhere again.
Also, would be nice if we could remove wrong garnishes.

These are minor details though. Overall love the game, great experience!

Also, would it be possible to have the option of using one of those measuring cup things? And a musher for the mojito mbe?
. Enjoyable addition to FSX, specifically for those who know the area. It significantly enhanced my flying experience around
the falls with many notable buildings and geography features rendered. Need to add the dumping scow and Brock's monument,
but a great scenery addition none the less.. Simple and fun.

Hotfix 1.3.17 now out! Crashes fixed for Steam.:
We have just released a new hotfix for Modern Combat Versus! This hotfix is targeted towards the online lag players were
experiencing in the game.

Another major issue it fixed specifically for the Steam version of the game is the crashes. Many users faced a crash when trying
to launch the game after install. This should now be fixed, especially for players on Windows 7 and those with CPUs that do not
support SSSE4.1!

We're always continually working towards making the game better and your feedback helps a lot! Check out this teaser below
for a sneak peek for someone new joining your game soon:

https://youtu.be/yrBsDK3_Kt4. Update 1.6 is now out!:
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Hello everyone!

To celebrate the release of Update 6, we've buffed in-game rewards and offers for a LIMITED TIME! There is also a new event
starting very soon!

Don't forget to login to the game every day to earn the week-long login event bonus (starting soon), where you can earn a
legendary Agent crate at the end of seven days! The total value of all the rewards you can earn from this is ~ $40 USD!

The reward breakdown for the 7-day login event are as follows:
- Day 1: 1 Loot Crate
- Day 2: 5 Loot Crates
- Day 3: 250 Upgrade Tokens
- Day 4: 750 Tickets
- Day 5: 10 Loot Crates
- Day 6: 100 Diamonds
- Day 7: Legendary Agent Crate (converts to 1,000 Upgrade Tokens if you already have all Legendary Agents)

For buffed in-game rewards and offers, they are as follows:
- Rewards found in loot crates are now doubled in value (both the regular and store loot crates)!
- Contract rewards have also been increased. On a daily basis, you can earn 320 Credits by completing all your contracts
- The PvP Credit limit has been increased by 50%. The cap is now at 120 Credits per day
- Event rewards have now been doubled
- Buy one, get one free on every Diamond pack (1 per person per pack)
- By completing all your Contract objectives, you'll get 1 free Loot Crate! That's 4 extra Loot Crates per day!

For full patch notes, please go here:
https://www.facebook.com/notes/modern-combat/update-16-patch-notes/1557555287704344/. MCVS Fan Art Contest
Winners!:
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You voted for the top MCVS Fan Art Contest winners and here they are! Congratulations to all 3 winners who will receive
10,000 Diamonds each!

Check out the Facebook gallery here for the winners:
https://www.facebook.com/ModernCombat/posts/1656061387853733

For some of the other submissions, take a look at this album:
https://www.facebook.com/pg/ModernCombat/photos/?tab=album&album_id=1657577541035451

Don't forget to LIKE our Facebook page for future contests and news on Modern Combat Versus!

. UPDATE 1.5 HOTFIX:
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A hotfix has been applied server-side. The following bugs have now been fixed:

• Contracts not refreshing for players
• Player inboxes not refreshing
• Players disconnected from a game could not reconnect
• Disconnected teammates were not replaced by bots
• Delays were experienced at the end of matches on the Agent Mastery calculation screen

Please relaunch your games to have the fixes automatically applied.. Update 1.7 is now out!:

Hello everyone!

We're excited to share a new update is now out for MCVS!

In this update:
- NEW game mode: Warzone! Capture and control 3 zones to secure victory for your team.
- NEW agent: Cub! This attacker causes a boom on the battlefield with his rocket launcher ability.
- League revamp: Road to Glory! Gain trophies to progress through 100 sub-leagues and earn a variety of rewards.
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- NEW skins: Fan-favorite agents are getting new designs, including a new golden skin.
- Minor gameplay balancing changes to Tower, Hashtag, Juke, and other agents.
- Several bug fixes and improvements.

For full patch notes, please go here:
https://www.facebook.com/notes/modern-combat/mcvs-producers-letter-1/1583351298458076/. EMERGENCY
MAINTENANCE ALERT:

MCVS will be down for maintenance. Players will not be able to access their games during this time. We hope to get the game
back up and running as soon as possible and will update our social channels with news. Thank you for your patience and
understanding!. Vote for your favorite MVCS fan art!:
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Vote for your favorite #MCVS Fan Art! We're down to the final 10. The top 3 winners will each win 10,000 Diamonds!

Thanks to everyone who submitted their fan art! Now it's the community's turn to decide who should win. Vote now: 
https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/MCVSart
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